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OSLO COLLECTION

TIMELESS LIFESTYLE
Casual design in concert with nature
Bergans of Norway starts the second winter with the successful Oslo collection. The
sustainable Lifestyle Collection combines timeless fashion aspects with the
functional and protective features of outdoor clothing. The line continues to
impress with first-class hardshell materials and heat-insulating and mid layers in
stylish designs. The Oslo collection also stands out because of its extensive use of
sustainable fabrics, materials and production methods. All fabrics in the Oslo
collection are PFAS-free, and the vast majority are bluesign® approved.
The collection name, Oslo, pays tribute to Norway's capital, which was named the
"Green Capital of Europe 2019" by the European Commission.

OSLO 3L W PONCHO (WOMEN)
A real eye-catcher and the perfect combination of style and function! The Oslo
poncho looks great to wear either for a stroll through the city, or when cycling, and
offers the perfect weather protection in rainy weather. A fashionable all-rounder
that should belong to every woman’s wardrobe.
Fabric: 3-layer Bergans element, waterproof and windproof
Weight: S 557 grams
Sizes: XS-L/XL
Sale price: € 250

OSLO DOWN LIGHT JACKET (MEN)
The Oslo Down Light Jacket can be used throughout most of the year! Either solo in
milder temperatures, or as a warming middle layer under a hardshell jacket. Due to
its high quality down lining, the jacket creates a high thermal output and thanks to
its windproof and water-repellent coating you will even survive slight rain showers.
The high wool collar protects against rising winds and the two zippered pockets
keep hands warm. A fashionable all-rounder that should belong in every wardrobe.
Available in two great color combinations.
Fabric: 100% Polyamide (Nylon)
Filling material: Down 90/10, 700 cuin
Fill weight: 130 g
Sizes: S-XXL
Weight: Men L 680 g
Sale price: € 250
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